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A
The prevalence of smartphones makes mobile applica ons an essen al part of our daily lives and businesses. While enjoying personalized, sensor-assisted services provided by these applica ons, mobile end-users also expose their behavior extensively and con nuously, which makes mobile applica ons a possible agent for tracking their behavior. Thus, there is an urgent need to provide endusers an op on to opt-out behavioral tracking under this context.
In this talk, we propose MASK, an incognito mode for mobile applica ons. MASK is designed to defend against the threat of exploi ng various long-lived, consistent iden fiers for behavioral tracking purposes, including the exploita on of web cookies and so ware iden fiers, which have largely been overlooked by exis ng solu ons. Furthermore, MASK provides adjustable and adap ve
privacy guarantees according to both the app's nature and the user's choice. We have prototyped MASK on Android in user space,
without modifying the OS or requiring root privilege. Several aspects of MASK, such as applicability and eﬀec veness, are evaluated
using real-world experiments and traces, demonstra ng its poten al benefits in prac cal se ngs.
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